General Comments (in random order)
“Sitting Pretty provided an excellent and professional service. The finished result was
amazing and Nicky was extremely efficient in all her correspondence. I was particularly
impressed when she contacted me shortly before the wedding to enquire if we were
interested in new decor items she had.”
“Nicky was personable and very reasonable with pricing. We did not have to think about
anything after booking her. Trusted her which is vital. Delivered on every count. Clear
emails. Response great. Met when we needed to meet. Showed us what we asked. A lovely
lady and great business. Would recommend”
“Sitting Pretty were fabulous from start to finish, they were extremely quick and helpful
from initial request through to the end. The chairs looked beautiful and really helped to
finish off the entire look of the room - excellent business and customer service. I would
certainly recommend them.”
“Very friendly and willing to offer advice. Turned up on time on the day and very happy with
the way it looked. Sent out a few samples of colours at different stages to help me make the
final decision.”
“Sitting Pretty Chair Covers were lovely and efficient and helped out with all the planning to
our wedding so well. Nothing seemed too hard for them and the quality of their product is
excellent.”
“Sitting Pretty Wedding Covers provided a very professional service, both in the run up to
the wedding and on the day itself. The chair covers were fitted early in the day, and looked
amazing! The colour was a perfect match for our theme. We were thrilled with how the room
looked!”
“Nicky was lovely and very accommodating. I was very undecided about colours but Nicky
sent through any samples I asked for. She was able to help me see what would work and
what didn’t and so we went with her idea of alternate tables in silver and purple. It was
beautiful.”
“Great communication with Nicky & great quality product - looked absolutely perfect”
“The chair covers looked so pretty and we were very pleased with the result. Nicky Rooney
was also very easy to deal with and always got back to us promptly. She was friendly and
professional and everythings was done on time and to a high standard.”
“Excellent supplier who were excellent in communication and fast in replying. My vision
was slightly different for my chair covers, but sitting pretty were really accommodating and

gave good advice on how to best achieve what I wanted. On the day, they were very efficient
and the chairs looked great!”
“I would recommend Sitty Pretty to everyone. They were very friendly, helpful and most of
all efficient and effortless. As anyone knows planning a wedding is a big task and at times
stressful however Sitting Pretty made ordering chair covers the easiest part of our
wedding!”
“Everything we needed form chair covers, great quality, not these elasticy chair, none of the
ribbons fell donw within 20 minutes of people sitting down which is a massive pet hate.
Nicky worked in conjunction with my florst to offer me the best colour shade to go with
flowers and the venue. Perfect!”
“Really helpful - great guidance and ideas. Great customer services and delivered perfectly
on the day”
“Nicky had a wonderful range of colour sashes and the chair covers were ironed to
perfection! She was most helpful and very accommodating as our final numbers changed.
One of our guests had accidentally tipped red wine over one chair cover, which she was most
gracious about, It came out fortunately!”
“Nicky from Sitting Pretty Chair Covers was always very friendly, helpful and quick to reply.
On our wedding day the service was very professional and the chair covers looked beautiful.
We couldn’t have asked for more.”
“Excellent vendor. From the start to the finish, Nicky was professional, friendly and flexible
(essential when organizing an Indian wedding!) I would highly recommend Sitting Pretty to
any bride looking for chair covers.”
“We were completely confident even after the initial meeting that Nicky would deliver an
outstanding product. Our venue looked perfect and many of our guests commented on the
colour scheme and attention to detail.”
“Great service and friendly staff”
“A great quality product that made gave our reception a really elegant feel. Their website
gave us a good idea of what we were getting ahead of time.”
“Sitting Pretty are a professional and friendly company who offer a high level of customer
service. They pay attention to every detail to ensure everything is just perfect, from
matching the exact colours to contacting other suppliers on the day to ensure everything is
set up.”

“Was a no stress booking, all was organised well and looked perfect on the day without me
having to worry about it at all. Payment was easy and final numbers were given close to the
wedding which was great. Have recommended to my friend getting married next year too.”

Why They Booked (in random order)
“They were recommended to us by our florist, and gave great value for money for a high
quality product!”
“Full of recommendations that made me trust them”
“Beautiful covers, classy. We trusted her and she delivered. Wonderful business and would
recommend to anyone. Reasonable lady. When we met her she was putting chairs together
with her husband, which had an added touch. Tom and I had an amazing day and Nicky,s chair
covers added to the beauty and class of the day. Wonderful. Tom and I hope so much that she
gets the recognition she deserves. It would be lovely if you could show her what people say
about her, that’s never done enough. Thanks”
“An incredibly professional, friendly service with high standards and fantastic
communication with our family.”
“great price”
“Because Nicky was so lovely when we met her and nothing was too much trouble. The price
was very reasonable compared to others.”
“They were a local, friendly, professional company who offered a fanatastic level of service
and made you feel personal with the service offered putting you at ease.”
“Professional and efficient manner”
“They were closely associated with Loseley Park, our venue, and their range of colours, staff
and the sample chairs on display were lovely.”
“They were highly recommended to us from a fellow bride and only said positive things
about them.”
“Friendly & good quality”
“The website looked nice, they supplied our venue regularly, reasonably priced and
responded quickly to emails.”
“Feb 2013”
“I needed chair covers and they were at the venue with an affordable and wide spanning
range.”

“Lots of choice and a good quality product.”
“Very prompt response from my email enquiry and throughout with questions I had.”
“A previous supplier had let me down last minute, luckily for me sitting pretty were on hand
to supply my chair covers and sashes at short notice, which looked amazing - I was so happy
that they were able to accommodate me on such short notice and provide such excellent
service.”
“They were recommended by our wedding venue, we thought chair covers on the website
looked very pretty, Nicky was friendly and the price was reasonable.”
“Because they were better than their competitiors in terms of helpfulness and felxibility
and they had a personal touch.”
“Because they were recommended by the venue and because their prices were competitive
and they had the best communication.”
“Sitting Pretty was very helpful and their prices very competative. I felt comfortable that
this was one part of our wedding we didn’t have to worry about as they know their stuff.
They set our reception room up and cleared it at the end effortlessly and I would definately
use them again!”
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